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MARKOV DYNAMICS ON THE CONE
OF DISCRETE RADON MEASURES
DMITRI FINKELSHTEIN, YURI KONDRATIEV, AND PETER KUCHLING
Abstract. We start with a brief overview of the known facts about the spaces of
discrete Radon measures those may be considered as generalizations of configuration
spaces. Then we study three Markov dynamics on the spaces of discrete Radon
measures: analogues of the contact model, of the Bolker–Dieckmann–Law–Pacala
model, and of the Glauber-type dynamics. We show how the results obtained
previously for the configuration spaces can be modified for the case of the spaces of
discrete Radon measures.
Стаття розпочинається з короткого огляду вiдомих фактiв про простори
дискретних мiр Радона, якi можуть розглядатися як узагальнення просторiв
конфiгурацiй. Далi розглядаються три маркiвськi динамiки на просторах дискрет-
них мiр Радона: аналоги моделi контактiв та моделi Болкера–Дiкмана–Лоу–
Пакали та аналог динамiки типу Глаубера. Показано як результати, отриманi
для просторiв конфiгурацiй, можуть бути узагальненi для випадки просторiв
дискретних мiр Радона.
1. Introduction
Configuration spaces form an important and actively developing area in the infinite
dimensional analysis. The spaces not only contain rich mathematical structures which
require non-trivial combination of continuous and combinatoric analysis, they also provide
a natural mathematical framework for the applications to mathematical physics, biology,
ecology, and beyond.
Spaces of discrete Radon measures (DRM) may be considered as generalizations of
configuration spaces. Main peculiarity of a DRM is that its support is typically not a
configuration (i.e. not a locally finite set). The latter changes drastically the techniques
for the study of the spaces of DRM.
Spaces of DRM have various motivations coming from mathematics and applications.
In particular, random DRM appear in the context of the Skorokhod theorem [17] in the
theory of processes with independent increments. Next, in the representation theory
of current groups, the role of measures on spaces of DRM was clarified in fundamental
works by Gelfand, Graev, and Vershik; see [15] for the development of this approach.
Additionally, DRM gives a us7eful technical equipment in the study of several models in
mathematical physics, biology, and ecology.
In the present paper, we start with a brief overview of the known facts about the
spaces of DRM (Section 2). In [10], the concept of Plato subspaces of the spaces of
marked configurations was introduced. Using this, one can define topological, differential
and functional structures on spaces of DRM, as well as transfer the harmonic analysis
considered in [11] to the spaces of DRM. This allows us to extend the study of non-
equilibrium dynamics, see e.g. [8, 12,13], to the spaces of DRM.
Namely, we consider three dynamics on the spaces of DRM: an analogue of the contact
model (Section 3), where we generalise some results obtained in [13] and provide new
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two-sides estimates for the correlation functions; and analogues of the Bolker–Dieckmann–
Law–Pacala model (Section 4) and Glauber-type dynamics (Section 5) where we show
how the results obtained previously for the configuration spaces (see e.g. [8]) can be
modified for the case of the spaces of DRM.
2. Framework
Cone of discrete Radon measures. Let X be a locally compact Polish space, and let
\scrB c(X) denote the family of all Borel sets from X with a compact closure. The cone of






si\delta xi \in \BbbM (X)
\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| si \in (0,\infty ), xi \in X\Bigr\} .
By convention, the zero measure \eta = 0 is included in \BbbK (X). The support of an \eta \in \BbbK (X)
is given by
\tau (\eta ) :=
\bigl\{ 
x \in X : 0 < \eta (\{ x\} ) =: sx(\eta )
\bigr\} 
,
and \tau (0) := \emptyset . If \eta is fixed and x \in \tau (\eta ), we write sx := sx(\eta ). Therefore,
\eta (\Lambda ) =
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )\cap \Lambda 
sx < \infty , \Lambda \in \scrB c(X), \eta \in \BbbK (X).
We stress that, in general, the number of points | \tau (\eta )| in the support of a measure
\eta \in \BbbK (X) may be infnite. Let henceforce | \cdot | denote the number of elements of a set.
For \eta , \xi \in \BbbK (X) we write \xi \subset \eta if \tau (\xi ) \subset \tau (\eta ) and sx(\xi ) = sx(\eta ) for all x \in \tau (\xi ).
If, additionally, | \tau (\xi )| < \infty , we write \xi \Subset \eta .
We fix the vague topology on \BbbM (X), which is the coarsest topology such that the
mappings
\eta \mapsto \rightarrow \langle f, \eta \rangle :=
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
sxf(x).
are continuous for all continuous functions f : X \rightarrow \BbbR with compact support. We endow
\BbbK (X) with the corresponding subspace topology, and also let \scrB (\BbbK (X)) denote the
corresponding Borel \sigma -algebra.
Configuration spaces. Let Y be a locally compact Polish space. The space of locally
finite configurations over Y is defined as follows:
\Gamma (Y ) =
\bigl\{ 
\gamma \subset Y : | \gamma \cap \Delta | < \infty for all compact \Delta \subset Y
\bigr\} 
.
Then \Gamma (Y ) is naturally embedded into the space of Radon measures \Gamma (Y ) \subset \BbbM (Y ); we
endow it with the vague topology defined on \BbbM (Y ). Let \scrB (\Gamma (Y )) be the corresponding
Borel \sigma -algebra.
We denote \BbbR \ast + := (0,\infty ) and consider Y = \BbbR \ast + \times X. Let \Gamma \mathrm{p}(\BbbR \ast + \times X) \subset \Gamma (\BbbR \ast + \times X)
denote the set of all pinpointing configurations ; the latter means that \gamma \in \Gamma \mathrm{p}(\BbbR \ast + \times X) iff
(s1, x), (s2, x) \in \gamma for an x \in X implies s1 = s2.
For a pinpointing configuration \gamma \in \Gamma \mathrm{p}(Y ), we introduce the local mass of a pre-compact
set \Lambda \in \scrB c(X):
\gamma (\Lambda ) =
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
s1\Lambda (x) d\gamma (s, x) =
\sum 
(s,x)\in \gamma 
s1\Lambda (x) \in [0,\infty ].
Finally, we define the space of pinpointing configurations with finite local mass:
\Pi (\BbbR \ast + \times X) :=
\bigl\{ 
\gamma \in \Gamma \mathrm{p}(\BbbR \ast + \times X) : \gamma (\Lambda ) < \infty for all \Lambda \in \scrB c(X)
\bigr\} 
.
We endow \Pi (\BbbR \ast + \times X) with the subspace topology coming from \Gamma (\BbbR \ast + \times X), and one can
consider the corresponding (trace) Borel \sigma -algebra.
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provides a natural bijection. It can be shown that both \scrR and \scrR  - 1 are measurable with
respect to the Borel \sigma -algebras constructed above, i.e. \scrB (\Pi (\BbbR \ast + \times X)) and \scrB (\BbbK (X)) are
\sigma -isomorphic, see [9].
Discrete measures with finite support. We consider the subcone of all discrete
nonnegative Radon measures with finite support:
\BbbK 0(X) :=
\bigl\{ 







\BbbK (n)0 (X) := \{ \eta \in \BbbK 0(X) : | \tau (\eta )| = n\} , n \in \BbbN ; \BbbK 
(0)
0 (X) := \{ 0\} .
The mapping \scrR , given by (2.1), provides provides a bijection between \BbbK 0(X) and the
set \Gamma 0,\mathrm{p}(\BbbR \ast + \times X) of pinpointing finite configurations on \BbbR \ast + \times X. We define the Borel
\sigma -algebra on \BbbK 0(X) as the smallest \sigma -algebra which makes this mapping \scrR measurable.
Any measurable function G : \BbbK 0(X) \rightarrow \BbbR can be identified with the sequence of
symmetric functions on (\BbbR \ast + \times X)n, n \in \BbbN , through the equalities:








si\delta xi \in \BbbK 
(n)
0 (X), n \in \BbbN .
We set also G(0) := G(0) \in \BbbR .
A set A \subset \BbbK 0(X) is called bounded if there exist \Lambda \in \scrB c(X), N \in \BbbN , and a segment
I := [a, b] \subset \BbbR \ast + such that, for all \eta \in A,
\tau (\eta ) \subset \Lambda , | \tau (\eta )| \leq N, sx \in I for all x \in \tau (\eta ).
The family of all bounded measurable subsets of \BbbK 0(X) is denoted by \scrB \mathrm{b}(\BbbK 0(X)). A
measure \rho on \BbbK 0(X) is called locally finite if \rho (A) < \infty for all A \in \scrB \mathrm{b}(\BbbK 0(X)).
An example of a locally finite measure on \BbbK 0(X) is the Lebesgue–Poisson measure
\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma with the intensity measure \nu \otimes \sigma , where \nu and \sigma are non-atomic Radon measures
on \BbbR \ast + and X, respectively, and \nu has a finite first moment:\int 
\BbbR \ast +
s\nu (ds) < \infty .
The Lebesgue–Poisson measure \lambda \nu \otimes \sigma is then defined through the equality\int 
\BbbK 0(X)







(\BbbR \ast +\times \BbbR d)n
G(n)(s1, x1, . . . , sn, xn)\nu (ds1) . . . \nu (dsn)\sigma (dx1) . . . \sigma (dxn),
which should hold for any G : \BbbK 0(X) \rightarrow \BbbR +.
We also consider a special case of the measure \nu = \nu \theta , where
\nu \theta (ds) =
\theta 
s
e - sds (2.2)
for some \theta > 0. For a fixed non-atomic Radon measure \sigma on X, we then denote
\lambda \theta := \lambda \nu \theta \otimes \sigma .
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A function G : \BbbK 0(X) \rightarrow \BbbR is said to be a bounded function with bounded support if
| G(\eta )| \leq C1A(\eta ), \eta \in \BbbK 0(X), for some C > 0, A \in \scrB \mathrm{b}(\BbbK 0(X)). The set of all bounded
functions on \BbbK 0(X) with bounded support is denoted by B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)). Clearly, for any
locally finite measure \rho on \BbbK 0(X),\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
| G(\eta )| \rho (d\eta ) < \infty , G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)).
Note that B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)) is dense in L1(\BbbK 0(X), \lambda \nu \otimes \sigma ), where \nu and \sigma are as above.
We will need the following identity.
Lemma 2.1 (Minlos lemma). Let \lambda \nu \otimes \sigma be defined as the above.










\xi \subset \eta 
H(\xi , \eta  - \xi )\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (d\eta ).
(2) Let H : \BbbK 0(X)\times \BbbR \ast + \times \BbbR d \rightarrow \BbbR . Then\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )





\BbbR \ast +\times \BbbR d
H(\eta + s\delta x, s, x)\nu (ds)\sigma (dx)\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (d\eta ), ,
provided, at least one side of the equality exists.




\xi \Subset \eta 
G(\xi ). (2.3)
Proposition 2.2 (see [6, 16]). For any G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)), there exist C > 0, \Lambda \in \scrB c(X),
N \in \BbbN , and a segment I = [a, b] \subset \BbbR \ast + such that, for each \eta \in \BbbK (X),
(KG)(\eta ) = (KG)
\Bigl( \sum 




\bigm| \bigm| (KG)(\eta )\bigm| \bigm| \leq C\bigl( 1 + | \tau (\eta ) \cap \Lambda | \bigr) N .
Note that (2.3) can be also defined pointwise on a wider class of functions (see [6, 16]
for details). In particular, for the Lebesgue-Poisson exponents
e\lambda (f, \eta ) :=
\prod 
y\in \tau (\eta )
f(sy, y), \eta \in \BbbK 0(X), e\lambda (f, 0) := 1,
one has that
Ke\lambda (f, \eta ) =
\prod 
y\in \tau (\eta )
(1 + f(sy, y)), \eta \in \BbbK (X),
provided that e.g. | f(s, y)| \leq C s1\Lambda (y) for (s, y) \in \BbbR \ast + \times X, where C > 0, \Lambda \in \scrB c(X).
Note also that, for any f \in L1(\BbbR \ast + \times X, d\nu d\sigma ),\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
e\lambda (f, \eta )\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (d\eta ) = \mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{p}
\Biggl( \int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
f(s, x)\nu (ds)\sigma (dx)
\Biggr) 
. (2.4)
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For measurable G1, G2 : \BbbK 0(X) \rightarrow \BbbR , we define their  \star -convolution as follows:
(G1  \star G2)(\eta ) =
\sum 
\xi 1+\xi 2+\xi 3=\eta :
\tau (\xi i)\cap \tau (\xi j)=\emptyset 
G1(\xi 1 + \xi 2)G2(\xi 2 + \xi 3).
Then, for any G1, G2 \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)),
K(G1  \star G2) = KG1 \cdot KG2.
Let \mu be a probability measure on the space (\BbbK (X),\scrB (\BbbK (X))) such that\int 
\BbbK (X)
| \eta (\Lambda )| N\mu (d\eta ) < \infty 
for any \Lambda \in \scrB c(X) and N \in \BbbN . Then \mu is said to have finite local moments of all orders.
The space of all such measures is denoted by \scrM 1\mathrm{f}\mathrm{m}(\BbbK (X)). In particular,
K(B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X))) \subset L1(\BbbK (X), \mu ), \mu \in \scrM 1\mathrm{f}\mathrm{m}(\BbbK (X)).
The corresponding correlation measure \rho \mu on (\BbbK 0(X),\scrB (\BbbK 0(X))) is then defined by the
relation
\rho \mu (A) :=
\int 
\BbbK (X)
(K1A)(\eta )\mu (d\eta ), A \in \scrB b(\BbbK 0(X)).
Proposition 2.3 (see [6, 16]). Let \mu \in \scrM 1\mathrm{f}\mathrm{m}(\BbbK (X)). Then
(1) The corresponding correlation measure \rho \mu is locally finite.
(2) For any G \in L1(\BbbK 0(X), \rho \mu ), the sum in (2.3) converges \mu -almost surely, and
(3) KG \in L1(\BbbK (X), \mu ) with\int 
\BbbK (X)
KG(\eta )\mu (d\eta ) =
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
G(\eta )\rho \mu (d\eta ), (2.5)
\| KG\| L1(\mu ) \leq \| G\| L1(\rho \mu ).
Let \nu , \sigma be as above. Consider the Poisson measure \pi \nu \otimes \sigma on \Gamma (\BbbR \ast + \times X) with the
intensity measure \nu \otimes \sigma on \BbbR \ast + \times X, then \pi \nu \otimes \sigma (\Pi (\BbbR \ast + \times X)) = 1 (see [6, 16] for details).
Hence, we may view \pi \nu \otimes \sigma as a probability measure on \Pi (\BbbR \ast + \times X), and consider the
corresponding push-forward measure on \BbbK (X) under the mapping \scrR . This measure
belongs to \scrM 1\mathrm{f}\mathrm{m}(\BbbK (X)), and the corresponding correlation measure is just \lambda \nu \otimes \sigma .
In the special case \nu = \nu \theta given through (2.2), \theta > 0, the corresponding push-forward
measure on \BbbK (X) is called the Gamma measure \scrG \theta with the intensity \theta > 0.
Let \mu \in \scrM 1\mathrm{f}\mathrm{m}(\BbbK (X)) and \rho \mu be the corresponding correlation measure. A function
k\mu : \BbbK 0(X) \rightarrow \BbbR is called the correlation function of \mu if it is the density of the correlation
measure with respect to the Lebesgue-Poisson measure \lambda \nu \otimes \sigma , i.e. if
\rho (d\eta ) = k\mu (\eta )\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (d\eta ).
For sufficient conditions for the existence of the correlation function, see [6, 16].
Statistical dynamics. We are going to describe evolutions of measures \mu 0 \mapsto \rightarrow \mu t in the
space \scrM 1\mathrm{f}\mathrm{m}(\BbbK (X)) through a (formal) Markov generator L. We assume that L is defined
on a linear set \scrD \subset K(B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X))) such that LF \in L1(\BbbK (X), \mu t), t \geq 0, for all F \in \scrD .





F (\eta )\mu t(d\eta ) =
\int 
\BbbK (X)
(LF )(\eta )\mu t(d\eta ), (2.6)
for all t \geq 0, F \in \scrD (recall that, by Proposition 2.3, F \in L1(\BbbK (X), \mu t) for t \geq 0).
Rewriting F = KG, G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)), and defining \widehat LG through the identity
K\widehat LG = LKG, G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)),
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G(\eta )\rho \mu t(d\eta ) =
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
(\widehat LG)(\eta )\rho \mu t(d\eta ) (2.7)
for all t > 0, G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)). Here\widehat LG = K - 1LKG, G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)),
where
(K - 1F )(\eta ) :=
\sum 
\xi \subset \eta 
( - 1)| \tau (\eta )|  - | \tau (\xi )| F (\xi ), \eta \in \BbbK 0(X).
We will restrict our attention to the dynamics of correlation measures which have






G(\eta )kt(\eta )d\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (\eta ) =
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
(\widehat LG)(\eta )kt(\eta )d\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (\eta ) (2.8)
for all t > 0, G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)).
Let L\bigtriangleup denote the dual operator to \widehat L, i.e.\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
(\widehat LG)(\eta )k(\eta )d\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (\eta ) = \int 
\BbbK 0(X)
G(\eta )(L\bigtriangleup k)(\eta )d\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (\eta ) (2.9)
for all G, k : \BbbK 0(X) \rightarrow \BbbR , such that both sides of the latter equality are finite. Then one





G(\eta )kt(\eta )d\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (\eta ) =
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
G(\eta )(L\bigtriangleup kt)(\eta )d\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (\eta ) (2.10)
for all t > 0, G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)). The latter weak-type equation defines hence the evolution




kt(\eta ) = L
\bigtriangleup kt(\eta ), t > 0. (2.11)
considered on a suitable class of correlation functions.
3. Contact model
Let \nu and \sigma be non-atomic Radon measures on \BbbR \ast + and X, respectively. We define
(LF )(\eta ) =
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
m(sx)[F (\eta  - sx\delta x) - F (\eta )]
+
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q(sx, s)a(x - y)[F (\eta + s\delta y) - F (\eta )]\nu (ds)\sigma (dy)
for F \in K(B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X))), cf. [13]. Here a : X \rightarrow [0,\infty ), m : \BbbR \ast + \rightarrow [0,\infty ), q : \BbbR \ast + \times \BbbR \ast + \rightarrow 
[0,\infty ) are such that
a( - x) = a(x), x \in X, a \in L1(X, d\sigma ) \cap L\infty (X, d\sigma ), m \in L\infty (\BbbR \ast +, d\nu ),
q \in L\infty (\BbbR \ast + \times \BbbR \ast +, d\nu d\nu ),
\int 
q(s\prime , \cdot )\nu (ds\prime ) \in L\infty (\BbbR \ast +, d\nu ).
(3.12)
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Proposition 3.1. For any G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)), \widehat LG := K - 1LKG satisfies
(\widehat LG)(\eta ) =  - \sum 




x\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q(sx, s)a(x - y)[G(\eta  - sx\delta x + s\delta y) +G(\eta + s\delta y)]\nu (ds)\sigma (dy).
Proof. Firstly, we note that, for any G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)) and F := KG,
F (\eta  - sx\delta x) - F (\eta ) =  - K(G(\cdot + sx\delta x))(\eta  - sx\delta x)
F (\eta + sx\delta x) - F (\eta ) = K(G(\cdot + sx\delta x))(\eta ).
Then\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
sx [F (\eta  - sx\delta x) - F (\eta )] =  - 
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
sxK(G(\cdot + sx\delta x))(\eta  - sx\delta x)
=  - 
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
sx
\sum 
\xi \Subset \eta  - sx\delta x
G(\xi + sx\delta x) =  - 
\sum 
\xi \Subset \eta 
\sum 
x\in \tau (\xi )
sxG(\xi );
and \sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q(sx, s)a(x - y)[F (\eta + s\delta y) - F (\eta )]\nu (ds)\sigma (dy)
=
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q(sx, s)a(x - y)K(G(\cdot + s\delta y))(\eta )\nu (ds)\sigma (dy)
=
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
\xi \Subset \eta 
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q(sx, s)a(x - y)G(\xi + s\delta y)\nu (ds)\sigma (dy)
=
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
\xi \Subset \eta  - sx\delta x
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q(sx, s)a(x - y)G(\xi + s\delta y)\nu (ds)\sigma (dy)
+
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
\xi \Subset \eta  - sx\delta x
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q(sx, s)a(x - y)G(\xi + sx\delta x + s\delta y)\nu (ds)\sigma (dy)
=
\sum 
\xi \Subset \eta 
\sum 
x\in \tau (\xi )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q(sx, s)a(x - y)G(\xi  - sx\delta x + s\delta y)\nu (ds)\sigma (dy)
+
\sum 
\xi \Subset \eta 
\sum 
x\in \tau (\xi )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q(sx, s)a(x - y)G(\xi + s\delta y)\nu (ds)\sigma (dy),
that proves the statement. \square 
Let, for fixed \nu and \sigma ,
\scrX n := L\infty 
\bigl( 
(\BbbR \ast + \times X)n, (\nu \otimes \sigma )\otimes n
\bigr) 
, n \in \BbbN .
Let \| \cdot \| n denote the norm in \scrX n.
Let \scrL \infty (\BbbK 0(X)) denote the set of all functions k : \BbbK 0(X) \rightarrow \BbbR such that k(n) \in \scrX n for
each n \in \BbbN . Note that, for all G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)) and k \in \scrL \infty (\BbbK 0(X)),\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
| G(\eta )k(\eta )| \lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (d\eta ) < \infty .
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Proposition 3.2. For any k \in \scrL \infty (\BbbK 0(X)), the mapping
(L\bigtriangleup k)(\eta ) = - 
\sum 




y\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q(s, sy)a(x - y)k(\eta  - sy\delta y + s\delta x)\nu (ds)\sigma (dx)
+
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )\setminus \{ y\} 
q(sx, sy)a(x - y)k(\eta  - sy\delta y)
is well-defined and, for any G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)),\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
G(\eta )(L\bigtriangleup k)(\eta )\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (d\eta ) =
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
(\widehat LG)(\eta )k(\eta )\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (d\eta ).
Proof. The result is a straightforward application of the Minlos lemma. \square 




a(x)\sigma (dx) \cdot 
\int 
\BbbR \ast +
q(s\prime , s)\nu (ds\prime ), r(s) := \kappa (s) - m(s),
and set
R := \mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s} \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}
s>0
r(s) \in \BbbR .
Let 0 \leq k0 \in \scrL \infty (\BbbK 0(X)).
(1) There exists a unique pointwise solution to the initial value problem (2.11);
moreover, 0 \leq kt \in \scrL \infty (\BbbK 0(X)).
(2) Suppose that, for some C > 0,
\| k(n)0 \| n \leq Cnn!, n \in \BbbN .
Then, for all t > 0, n \in \BbbN 
\| k(n)t \| n \leq 
\left\{   e
tR(C + t)nn! if R < 0,
etnR(C + t)nn! if R \geq 0.
(3) Denote \mu = \| m\| L\infty (\BbbR \ast +,d\nu ). Suppose that there exists B \subset \BbbR 
\ast 
+ \times X such that






0 (s, x), \mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s} \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{f}
(s1,x1),(s2,x2)\in B
q(s1, s2)a(x1  - x2)
\Bigr\} 
> 0;
\beta : = \alpha \cdot (\nu \otimes \sigma )(B) < \mu .
Denote also Tn :=
n - 1\sum 
j=1
1
j for n \geq 2; T1 := 0; \widehat x(n) := (s1, x1, . . . , sn, xn). Then
k
(n)
t (\widehat x(n)) \geq \alpha ne(\beta  - \mu )ntn! for \widehat x(n) \in Bn, t \geq Tn.
Proof. 1) Consider a convolution-type operator on \scrX n, n \in \BbbN : for 1 \leq i \leq n,
(Aik
(n))(s1, x1, . . . , sn, xn) :=
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X




i (s, x) := k
(n)(s1, x1, . . . , si - 1, xi - 1, s, x, si+1, xi+1, . . . , sn, xn). (3.14)
We define, for k(n) \in \scrX n, n \in \BbbN , 1 \leq i \leq n, \widehat x(n) := (s1, x1, . . . , sn, xn)
(Bik
(n))(\widehat x(n)) := m(si)k(n)(\widehat x(n)), (Cik(n))(\widehat x(n)) := \kappa (si)k(n)(\widehat x(n)),
(Vik
(n))(\widehat x(n)) := r(si)k(n)(\widehat x(n)).
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Then Mi := Ai  - Ci is the jump generator w.r.t. the i-th variable, i.e., for fixed sj , xj ,
1 \leq j \leq n, j \not = i,
(Mik
(n)
i )(si, xi) =
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X



























Finally, we consider mappings from \scrX n - 1 to \scrX n, n \geq 2:
(Wik
(n - 1))(s1, x1, . . . , sn, xn) :=
\Bigl( \sum 
j \not =i
q(sj , si)a(xj  - xi)
\Bigr) 
\times k(n - 1)(s1, x1, . . . , si - 1, xi - 1, si+1, xi+1, . . . , sn, xn)




Wi, n \geq 2.
We set also W1 := W (1) := 0.
It is straightforward to see that, under assumptions (3.12), operators Ai, Bi, Vi,Mi,
and hence A(n), B(n), V (n),M (n), are bounded linear operators on \scrX n; and also Wi and
W (n) are linear bounded operators from \scrX n - 1 to \scrX n.




















t ; n \in \BbbN 
k
(n)
0 \in \scrX n.




t (s1, x1, . . . , sn, xn) = e
t(M(n)+V (n))k
(n)




e(t - \tau )(M
(n)+V (n))(W (n)k(n - 1)\tau )(s1, x1, . . . , sn, xn)d\tau . (3.15)
Let \scrX +n denote the cone of all non-negative (a.e.) functions in \scrX n, n \in \BbbN . By the























(A(n))j : \scrX +n \rightarrow \scrX +n , t \geq 0.
Next, e - tC
(n)
is just a multiplication operator by a non-negative function, hence, it
preserves \scrX +n as well. As a result, etM
(n)
: \scrX +n \rightarrow \scrX +n . Using again the Trotter–Lie
formula for
et(M
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we conclude by the same arguments that it also preserves \scrX +n . Since W (n) : \scrX +n - 1 \rightarrow \scrX +n ,
we get recursively from (3.15) that k(n)0 \in \scrX +n , n \in \BbbN , implies k
(n)
t \in \scrX +n , n \in \BbbN , t > 0.
2) Since M (n)1 = 0, we have that etM
(n)
1 = 1. Since etM
(n)
preserves \scrX +n , we
have, for any fn \in \scrX +n , which hence satisfies the inequality 0 \leq fn \leq \| fn\| n, that
0 \leq etM(n)fn \leq etM
(n)\| fn\| n = \| fn\| n, and thus
\| etM
(n)
fn\| n \leq \| fn\| n, fn \in \scrX +n .
Since etV
(n)
is a multiplication operator,
\| etV
(n)
\| = et \mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s} \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}V
(n)(\widehat x(n)) \leq etnR.
Therefore, by (3.16),
\| et(M
(n)+V (n))fn\| n \leq etnR\| fn\| n, fn \in \scrX +n .
Then, by (3.15),
\| k(n)t \| n \leq etnR\| k
(n)
0 \| n +
\int t
0
e(t - \tau )nR\| W (n)k(n - 1)\tau \| nd\tau 
\leq etnR\| k(n)0 \| n + n(n - 1)
\int t
0
e(t - \tau )nR\| k(n - 1)\tau \| n - 1d\tau .
For n = 1, it reads as
\| k(1)t \| 1 \leq etR\| k
(1)
0 \| 1 \leq CetR \leq (C + t)netR.
For n \geq 2, consider two cases separately.
Let R < 0. Then, assuming that
\| k(n - 1)\tau \| n - 1 \leq e\tau R(C + \tau )n - 1(n - 1)!, \tau \geq 0,
and using the inequality e(t - \tau )nR \leq e(t - \tau )R, \tau \in [0, t], R < 0, we get
\| k(n)t \| n \leq etnRCnn! + n!(n - 1)
\int t
0
e(t - \tau )nRe\tau R(C + \tau )n - 1d\tau 
\leq etRCnn! + n!(n - 1)
\int t
0
e(t - \tau )Re\tau R(C + \tau )n - 1d\tau 
= etRCnn! + n!(n - 1)etR
\int t
0
(C + \tau )n - 1d\tau 
= etRCnn! + n!(n - 1)etR (C + t)
n  - Cn
n
\leq (C + t)nn!etR.
Let now R \geq 0. Then, assuming that
\| k(n - 1)\tau \| n - 1 \leq e\tau (n - 1)R(C + \tau )n - 1(n - 1)!, \tau \geq 0,
we get
\| k(n)t \| n \leq etnRCnn! + n!(n - 1)Bn - 1
\int t
0
e(t - \tau )nRe\tau (n - 1)R(C + \tau )n - 1d\tau 
= etnRCnn! + etnRn!(n - 1)
\int t
0
e - \tau R(C + \tau )n - 1d\tau 
\leq etnRCnn! + etnRn!(n - 1)(C + t)
n  - Cn
n
\leq (C + t)netnRn!.
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3) We rewrite (3.15) in the form
k
(n)
t (s1, x1, . . . , sn, xn) = e
t(A(n) - B(n))k
(n)




e(t - \tau )(A
(n) - B(n))(W (n)k(n - 1)\tau )(s1, x1, . . . , sn, xn)d\tau . (3.17)
By the Trotter–Lie formula,
et(A












For any fn \in \scrX +n , n \in \BbbN , \widehat x(n) := (s1, x1, . . . , sn, xn), we get, using the notation (3.14),
(A(n)fn)(\widehat x(n)) = n\sum 
i=1
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X






fn(s, x)\nu (ds)\sigma (dx).
Therefore, if bn > 0 is such that
fn(\widehat x(n)) \geq bn, \widehat x(n) \in Bn, (3.18)
then
(A(n)fn)(\widehat x(n)) \geq nbn\beta , \widehat x(n) \in Bn,
where \beta := \alpha (\nu \otimes \sigma )(B). Iterating, one gets for each j \in \BbbN ,
((A(n))jfn)(\widehat x(n)) \geq njbn\beta j , \widehat x(n) \in Bn,
and hence, for any \tau > 0,
(e\tau A
(n)
fn)(\widehat x(n)) \geq bnen\beta \tau , \widehat x(n) \in Bn.
Let \mu = \| m\| L\infty (\BbbR \ast +,d\nu ). Then (3.18) implies
(e - \tau B
(n)




e - \tau B
(n)










)mfn)(\widehat x(n)) \geq e(\beta  - \mu )ntbn, \widehat x(n) \in Bn.
Consider n = 1. Then, for any (s, x) \in B and t \geq 0,
k
(1)
t (s, x) = e
t(A(1) - B(1))k
(1)
0 (s, x) \geq \alpha e(\beta  - \mu )t.
Let now n \geq 2. Suppose that, for all \tau \geq Tn - 1,
k(n - 1)\tau (\widehat x(n - 1)) \geq \alpha n - 1e(n - 1)(\beta  - \mu )\tau (n - 1)!, \widehat x(n - 1) \in Bn - 1.
Then
(W (n)k(n - 1)\tau )(\widehat x(n)) \geq \alpha nn(n - 1)e(n - 1)(\beta  - \mu )\tau (n - 1)!, \widehat x(n) \in Bn,
and therefore, by (3.17), for n \geq 2, t \geq Tn, and \widehat x(n) \in Bn,
k
(n)
t (\widehat x(n)) \geq \alpha n \int t
0
e(\beta  - \mu )n(t - \tau )n(n - 1)e(n - 1)(\beta  - \mu )\tau (n - 1)!d\tau 
\geq \alpha nn!e(\beta  - \mu )nt(n - 1)
\int t
Tn - 1
e - (\beta  - \mu )\tau d\tau \geq \alpha nn!e(\beta  - \mu )nt(n - 1)(t - Tn - 1)
\geq \alpha nn!e(\beta  - \mu )nt(n - 1)(Tn  - Tn - 1) = \alpha n!e(\beta  - \mu )nt.
The statement is fully proved. \square 
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4. Bolker–Dieckmann–Law–Pacala model
We modify the contact model by adding a competition term, see e.g. [2, 3, 5, 7]. The
model is given by the following operator for F \in K(B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X))):
(LF )(\eta ) =
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
m(sx)[F (\eta  - sx\delta x) - F (\eta )]
+
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta )\setminus \{ x\} 
q - (sx, sy)a
 - (x - y) [F (\eta  - sx\delta x) - F (\eta )]
+
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q+(sx, s)a
+(x - y)[F (\eta + s\delta y) - F (\eta )]\nu (ds)\sigma (dy).
Here m : \BbbR \ast + \rightarrow \BbbR + is the mortality rate function, 0 \leq a \in \pm \in L1(X, d\sigma ) \cap L\infty (X, d\sigma )
are spatial dispersion and competition kernels, such that a\pm ( - x) = a\pm (x), x \in X; and




a\pm (x)\sigma (dx) > 0.
Proposition 4.1. For any G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)),
\widehat LG := K - 1LKG = \widehat L0G+ \widehat L1G+ \widehat L2G+ \widehat L3G,
where
(\widehat L0G)(\eta ) :=  - \sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
m(sx)G(\eta ) - 
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta )\setminus \{ x\} 
q - (sx, sy)a
 - (x - y)G(\eta ),
(\widehat L1G)(\eta ) :=  - \sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta )\setminus \{ x\} 
q - (sx, sy)a
 - (x - y)G(\eta  - sx\delta x)
(\widehat L2G)(\eta ) := \sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q+(sx, s)a
+(x - y)G(\eta  - sx\delta x + s\delta y)\nu (ds)\sigma (dy)
(\widehat L3G)(\eta ) := \sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q+(sx, s)a
+(x - y)G(\eta + s\delta y)\nu (ds)\sigma (dy).
For C > 0 and \alpha \in \BbbR , we set
\bfitC (\eta ) := C | \tau (\eta )| e\alpha 
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta ) sy , \eta \in \BbbK 0(X),
and define the space
\bfL \alpha ,C := L
1 (\BbbK 0(X),\bfitC (\eta )d\lambda \theta (\eta )) . (4.19)




x\in \tau (\eta )
m(sx) +
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta )\setminus \{ x\} 
q - (sx, sy)a
 - (x - y), \eta \in \BbbK 0(X),
and consider also the linear set
\scrD := \{ G \in \bfL \alpha ,C : DG \in \bfL \alpha ,C\} .
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Theorem 4.2. Let C > 0 and \alpha \in \BbbR . Suppose that there exist \beta > 0, such that
\int 
\BbbR \ast +
q - (s, \tau )e\alpha \tau \nu (d\tau ) \leq \beta m(s), s > 0, (4.20)\int 
\BbbR \ast +
q+(s, \tau )e\alpha \tau \nu (d\tau ) \leq \beta e\alpha sm(s), s > 0, (4.21)
q+(s, \tau )a+(x) \leq \beta e\alpha \tau q - (s, \tau )a - (x), s, \tau > 0, x \in X, (4.22)







Then (\widehat L,\scrD ) is the generator of an analytic semigroup T (t), t \geq 0, in \bfL \alpha ,C .
Proof. Firstly, using the same arguments as in [8, Lemma 3.3], we can show that (\widehat L0,\scrD )
is the generator of an analytic contraction semigroup in \bfL \alpha ,C .
Next, we recall (see e.g. [4]) that, for a Banach space Z, a linear operator (B,D(B)) is
(relatively) A-bounded w.r.t. a linear operator (A,D(A)), if D(A) \subseteq D(B) and if there
exist constants a, b \in \BbbR + such that
\| Bx\| \leq a\| Ax\| + b\| x\| (4.24)
for all xD(A). The A-bound of B is
a0 := \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{f}\{ a \geq 0 : \exists b \in \BbbR + such that (4.24) holds\} 
For A being the generator of an analytic semigroup, (A+B,D(A)) generates an analytic
semigroup for every A-bounded operator B having A-bound a0 < 12 .
We are going to show now that, under assumptions above, the operator \widehat L1 + \widehat L2 + \widehat L3
is \widehat L0-bounded. Indeed, for each G \in \scrD ,
\| \widehat L1G\| \alpha ,C \leq \int 
\BbbK 0(X)
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta  - sx\delta x)
q - (sx, sy)a






\BbbR \ast +\times X
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
q - (sx, s)a
 - (x - y)| G(\eta )| \bfitC (\eta + s\delta y)
\cdot \nu (ds)\sigma (dy)\lambda (d\eta )
= \kappa  - C
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
| G(\eta )| \bfitC (\eta )
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +
q - (sx, s)e
\alpha s\nu (ds)\lambda (d\eta )




x\in \tau (\eta )
m(sx)| G(\eta )| \bfitC (\eta )\lambda (d\eta ) \leq \beta \kappa  - C\| \widehat L0G\| \alpha ,C ,
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where we used (4.20). Next, by (4.21), we have, for each G \in \scrD ,





x\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q+(sx, s)a
+(x - y)| G(\eta  - sx\delta x + s\delta y)| 






y\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q+(s, sy)a
+(x - y)| G(\eta )| \bfitC (\eta  - sy\delta y + s\delta x)




| G(\eta )| \bfitC (\eta )
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q+(s, sy)e
 - \alpha sye\alpha sa+(x - y)\nu (ds)\sigma (dx)\lambda (d\eta )
\leq \kappa +\beta 
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
| G(\eta )| \bfitC (\eta )
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta )
e - \alpha sye\alpha sym(sy)\lambda (d\eta )
\leq \kappa +\beta \| \widehat L0G\| \alpha ,C .
Finally, by (4.22), we get, for any G \in \scrD ,





x\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q+(sx, s)a






y\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )\setminus \{ y\} 
q+(sx, sy)a





y\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )\setminus \{ y\} 
q - (sx, sy)a
 - (x - y)e\alpha syC - 1e - \alpha sy\bfitC (\eta )\lambda (d\eta )
\leq \beta 
C
\| \widehat L0G\| \alpha ,C .
Combining the estimates with the assumption (4.23), one gets the statement. \square 
Proposition 4.3. For any k \in \scrL \infty (\BbbK 0(X)), the mapping
(L\bigtriangleup k)(\eta ) =  - D(\eta )k(\eta )
 - 
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
q - (sx, s)a
 - (x - y)k(\eta + s\delta y)\nu (ds)\sigma (dy)
+
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta )
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
q+(s, sy)a
+(x - y)k(\eta  - sy\delta y + s\delta x)\nu (ds)\sigma (dx)
+
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta )
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )\setminus \{ y\} 
q+(sx, sy)a
+(x - y)k(\eta  - sy\delta y)
is well-defined and, for any G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)), (2.9) holds.
Hence, one can consider the dual semigroup T \ast (t) in the dual space to the space \bfL \alpha ,C ,
which is isomorphic to
\scrK \alpha ,C = L\infty 
\bigl( 
\BbbK 0(X),\bfC (\eta )\lambda \nu \otimes \sigma (d\eta )
\bigr) 
. (4.25)
This semigroup is \ast -weakly differentiable (with respect to the duality (2.9)), and kt =
T \ast (t)k0 solves the weak equation (2.10) (see [8] for details). Note that, for some A,B > 0,
\| T \ast (t)\| = \| T (t)\| \leq AeBt, t > 0.
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Therefore, for \lambda \nu \otimes \sigma -a.a. \eta \in \BbbK 0(X),
| kt(\eta )| \leq AeBtC | \tau (\eta )| e\alpha 
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta ) sx . (4.26)
As we can see, comparing with the result (3.3), the strong mortality and competition rates
prevent factorial growth of correlation functions in n. A further analysis of the classical
solution to the strong equation (2.11) can be done by using the sun-dual semigroup
techniques, see [8] for details.
5. Glauber dynamics
We consider now the Glauber-type dynamics. The corresponding analogue on the
configuration spaces was studied in many papers, see e.g. [1, 8, 12, 14]. The generator
of the Glauber dynamics is obtained from the Gibbs measure on the cone, which was
constructed in [9] as follows. Let X = \BbbR d and consider a pair potential
\phi : X \times X \rightarrow \BbbR 
which satisfies the following two properties:
\bullet there exists R > 0 such that
\phi (x, y) = 0 if | x - y| > R
(where | \cdot | denotes the Euclidean norm on \BbbR d);
\bullet there exists \delta > 0 such that
\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{f}
| x - y| \leq \delta 
\phi (x, y) > 2bdc
d \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}
x,y
\bigm| \bigm|  - \phi (x, y) \vee 0\bigm| \bigm| ,
where bd is the volume of a unit ball in \BbbR d and c = cd,\delta ,R :=
\surd 
d(1 +R/\delta ) (see [9]
for details).
Fix also a \theta > 0. It was shown in [9] that there exists a tempered Gibbs measure \mu on
\BbbK (\BbbR d) which fulfills the Dobrushin-Lanford-Ruelle equations\int 
\BbbK (\BbbR d)
\pi \Delta (B | \eta )\mu (d\eta ) = \mu (B) for any \Delta \in \scrB c(\BbbR d),
where \pi \Delta is the so-called local specification constructed by \phi and \theta (see [9] for the precise
definitions and further details). Heuristically,







x,y\in \tau (\eta )
sxsy\phi (x, y)
\Bigr) 
\scrG \theta (d\eta ),
where Z is a normalizing factor.
Proposition 5.1 (Georgii–Nguyen–Zessin identity, [9, Theorem 6.4]). Let \mu be a tempered









\BbbR \ast +\times \BbbR d
F (x, \eta + s\delta x)e
 - \Phi ((s,x);\eta )s\nu \theta (ds)\sigma (dx)\mu (d\eta ),
(5.27)
where, for \eta := (sy, y)y\in \tau (\eta ) \in \BbbK (\BbbR d),
\Phi ((s, x); \eta ) := 2s
\sum 
y\in \tau (\eta )
sy\phi (x, y). (5.28)
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D - x F (\eta )D
 - 
x G(\eta )\eta (dx)\scrG \theta (d\eta ),
for F,G \in K(B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X))).
Proposition 5.2. Let F,G \in K(B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X))) and
(LF )(\eta ) :=
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
sx [F (\eta  - sx\delta x) - F (\eta )]
+
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
[F (\eta + sx\delta x) - F (\eta )] e - \Phi ((s,x);\eta ))s\nu \theta (ds)\sigma (dx)
where \Phi is defined by (5.28). Then
\scrE (F,G) =  - 
\int 
\BbbK (X)
(LF )(\eta )G(\eta )\scrG \theta (d\eta ).





\BbbR \ast +\times X
D - x F (\eta )D
 - 







\BbbR \ast +\times X





\BbbR \ast +\times X





\BbbR \ast +\times X








\BbbR \ast +\times X
D - x F (\eta + sx\delta x)G(\eta )e





\BbbR \ast +\times X
D - x F (\eta )G(\eta )\eta (dx)\scrG \theta (d\eta )




\BbbR \ast +\times X





x\in \tau (\eta )
sx(F (\eta  - sx\delta x) - F (\eta ))G(\eta )\scrG \theta (d\eta )
=  - 
\int 
\BbbK (X)




x\in \tau (\eta )
sx, \eta \in \BbbK 0(X),
and also, for the fixed (s, x) \in \BbbR \ast + \times X, we set
fs,x(\tau , y) := e
 - 2s\tau \phi (x,y)  - 1, (\tau , y) \in \BbbR \ast + \times X.
Proposition 5.3. For any G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)), \widehat LG := K - 1LKG satisfies
(\widehat LG)(\eta ) =  - S(\eta )G(\eta )
+
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
s
\sum 
\xi \subset \eta 
G(\xi + s\delta x)e
 - \Phi ((s,x),\xi )e\lambda (fs,x, \eta  - \xi )\nu \theta (ds)\sigma (dx).
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Proof. The proof can be done in the same way as e.g. in [8], see also the proof of
(3.13). \square 
We consider again the space (4.19) with C > 0, \alpha \in (0, 1). We consider also the domain
\scrD := \{ G \in \bfL \alpha ,C | S(\eta )G(\eta ) \in \bfL \alpha ,C\} .
Theorem 5.4. Let C > 2, \alpha \in (0, 1), \theta > 0, and






\phi (x, y)\sigma (dy) \leq \alpha (1 - \alpha )
2C
. (5.30)
Then the operator (\widehat L,\scrD ) generates an analytic semigroup in the space \bfL \alpha ,C .
Proof. Firstly, we consider the operator
(\widehat L0G)(\eta ) =  - S(\eta )G(\eta ), \eta \in \BbbK 0(X)
in \bfL \alpha ,C with its maximal domain \scrD . It can be shown identically to the proof of [8,
Lemma 3.3], that
\bigl( \widehat L0,\scrD \bigr) is a generator of a contraction analytic semigroup in \bfL \alpha ,C .
Next, we define \widehat L1 := \widehat L - \widehat L0, i.e., for G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)),
(\widehat L1G)(\eta ) = \int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
s
\sum 
\xi \subset \eta 
G(\xi + s\delta x)e
 - \Phi ((s,x),\xi )e\lambda (fs,x, \eta  - \xi )\nu \theta (ds)\sigma (dx).
We are going to show now that, under (5.29), operator \widehat L1 is \widehat L0-bounded. Indeed,






\xi \subset \eta 
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X








\BbbR \ast +\times X
s| G(\xi 1 + s\delta x)| e\lambda (| fs,x| , \xi 2)\bfitC (\xi 1 + \xi 2)








x\in \tau (\xi 1)




| G(\xi 1)| \bfitC (\xi 1)
\sum 
x\in \tau (\xi 1)
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
sxe\lambda (| fsx,x| , \xi 2)\bfitC (\xi 2)\bfitC (sx\delta x) - 1\lambda \theta (d\xi 1)\lambda \theta (d\xi 2)
= C - 1
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
| G(\xi 1)| \bfitC (\xi 1)
\sum 
x\in \tau (\xi 1)
sxe
 - \alpha sx
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
e\lambda (| fsx,x| Ce\alpha s\cdot , \xi 2)\lambda \theta (d\xi 2)\lambda \theta (d\xi 1)
= C - 1
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
| G(\xi 1)| \bfitC (\xi 1)
\cdot 
\sum 
x\in \tau (\xi 1)
sxe
 - \alpha sx \mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{p}
\Biggl( \int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
| fsx,x(s, y)| Ce\alpha s\nu \theta (ds)\sigma (dy)
\Biggr) 
\lambda \theta (d\xi 1)
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where we have used (2.4); next, since, under (5.29), | fs,x(\tau , y)| \leq 2s\tau \phi (x, y), we may
estimate
\leq C - 1
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
| G(\xi 1)| \bfitC (\xi 1)
\cdot 
\sum 
x\in \tau (\xi 1)
sxe
 - \alpha sx \mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{p}
\Biggl( \int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
2sxs\phi (x, y)Ce
\alpha s\nu \theta (ds)\sigma (dx)
\Biggr) 
\lambda \theta (d\xi 1)
(2.2)
= C - 1
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
| G(\xi 1)| 
\cdot 
\sum 





\BbbR \ast +\times X




\bfitC (\xi 1)\lambda \theta (d\xi 1)
\leq 1
C
\| \widehat L0G\| ,
for \alpha \in (0, 1), if only we assume that
0 \geq 2C\theta 
\int 
\BbbR \ast +\times X
\phi (x, y)e(\alpha  - 1)sds\sigma (dx) - \alpha = 2C\theta 
\int 
X
\phi (x, y)\sigma (dx)
\int 
\BbbR \ast +
e(\alpha  - 1)sds - \alpha 
=
2C




\phi (x, y)\sigma (dx) - \alpha ,
that holds under (5.30). Therefore, \widehat L1 has \widehat L0-bound 1C < 12 that yields the statement. \square 
By using the Minlos identity (2.1), we immediately get the following result:
Proposition 5.5. For any k \in \scrL \infty (\BbbK 0(X)), the mapping\bigl( 
L\bigtriangleup k
\bigr) 
(\eta ) =  - S(\eta )k(\eta )
+
\sum 
x\in \tau (\eta )
sxe
 - \Phi ((s,x),\eta  - sx\delta x)
\int 
\BbbK 0(X)
e\lambda (fsx,x, \xi )k(\eta + \xi  - sx\delta x)\lambda \theta (d\xi )
is well-defined and, for any G \in B\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}(\BbbK 0(X)), (2.9) holds.
Again, one can consider the dual semigroup T \ast (t) in the space (isomorphic to) \scrK \alpha ,C
given by (4.25), so that kt = T \ast (t)k0 solves the weak equation (2.10), and (4.26) holds.
Further analysis of the sun-dual semigroup T\odot (t) (which provides a solution to (2.10) on
a subspace of \scrK \alpha ,C) can be done in the same way as in [8].
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